Signaling and sensory adaptation in Escherichia coli chemoreceptors: 2015 update
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Motile Escherichia coli cells track gradients of attractant and repellent chemicals in their environment with transmembrane chemoreceptor proteins. These receptors operate in cooperative arrays to produce large changes in the activity of a signaling kinase, CheA, in response to small changes in chemoafferent concentration. Recent research has provided a much deeper understanding of the structure and function of core receptor signaling complexes, and the architecture of higher-order receptor arrays, which, in turn, has led to new insights into the molecular signaling mechanisms of chemoreceptor networks. Current evidence supports a new view of receptor signaling in which stimulus information travels within receptor molecules through shifts in the dynamic properties of adjoining structural elements rather than through a few discrete conformational states.

Bacterial chemoreceptors: high-sensitivity, high-gain signaling
Motile microbes detect and follow chemical gradients in their environment by means of transmembrane chemoreceptors known as methyl-accepting chemotaxis proteins (MCPs). MCPs mediate chemotactic behaviors in many varieties of Bacteria and Archaea but are best understood in Escherichia coli, which has long served as the model organism for bacterial chemotaxis research (Box 1). Most studies have focused on the two most abundant chemoreceptors: Tar, the aspartate and maltose receptor, and Tsr, the serine receptor. Chemoreceptors form stable core signaling complexes with two cytoplasmic proteins: CheA, a histidine autokinase, and CheW, which couples CheA to receptor control. Core signaling complexes, in turn, are organized into supramolecular arrays that enable the receptor ensemble to detect small changes in chemoafferent concentration and, through cooperative signaling interactions, to produce large changes in CheA kinase activity. A sensory adaptation system adjusts detection sensitivity to ambient conditions, allowing chemoreceptors to operate over a wide concentration range.

How do chemoreceptors process stimulus and sensory adaptation signals? How do they control CheA activity in response to those signals? What is the structure of the core receptor signaling complex? How are these units networked to produce cooperative signaling behavior? Over the past few years of chemoreceptor research, molecular answers to these questions have come into sharper focus. In this brief review we summarize evidence for an emerging dynamics-based view of receptor operation and how it can account for transmission of stimulus and sensory adaptation signals through chemoreceptor molecules. We also summarize recent advances in deciphering the structural organization of receptor signaling complexes and the new mechanistic insights that work has provided. Interested readers may wish to consult other recent reviews for additional coverage of these topics [1–6].

Structural features of chemoreceptor molecules
Tar and Tsr molecules are homodimers; their subunits are ~550 amino acids in length and have mainly α-helical secondary structure, defining three functional elements: (i) a sensing module comprising a periplasmic ligand-binding domain bounded by four membrane-spanning helices, (ii) a cytoplasmic kinase-control domain comprising an antiparallel, four-helix coiled-coil bundle containing adaptational modification sites and determinants for binding and regulating CheA kinase, and (iii) an intervening HAMP domain that mediates signaling transactions between the sensing and kinase-control elements [7] (Figure 1A). Distinctive structural features link adjacent elements and are central to the mechanisms of signal transmission in receptor molecules: a five-residue control cable and a four-residue phase stutter flank each HAMP subunit; a flexible region containing a glycine hinge links the sensory-adaptation and protein-interaction helix bundles (Figure 1A).

The highly conserved protein-interaction hairpin tip – the defining sequence motif of MCPs [8] – directs the assembly and operation of receptor signaling complexes. The tip contains determinants for binding CheA [9–11] and CheW [10,12,13], and for forming trimers of receptor
Box 1. Chemotactic signaling in Escherichia coli

Motile Escherichia coli cells have four to six peritrichous flagella, each driven by a rotary motor powered by proton-motive force. The default direction of motor rotation is counter-clockwise (CCW) and produces forward swimming (‘runs’). Transmembrane chemoreceptors form signaling complexes that organize as clusters in the membrane, the largest of which are at the cell pole(s). These receptor arrays control the cell’s swimming behavior by generating clockwise (CW) motor signals that cause random directional changes (‘tumbles’) (Figure 1A). In the absence of chemoeffectector gradients, the cells swim in a random walk of runs and tumbles. When swimming in chemoeffectector gradients, the cells respond to temporal changes in attractant or repellent levels, sensed by their clustered chemoreceptors, by suppressing CW signals during runs that carry them in favorable directions. Escherichia coli swims toward sugars (glucose, galactose, ribose, and maltose), amino acids (aspartic acid and serine), dipeptides, pyrimidines, and electron acceptors (oxygen, nitrate, and fumarate) and away from potentially harmful compounds (fatty acids, alcohols, and some divalent cations). Recent studies have also demonstrated E. coli attractant responses to AI-2, a general quorum-sensing signal [89], and to a metabolite of norepinephrine [90].

Chemoreceptors form ternary signaling complexes with CheA, a histidine autokinase, and CheW, which couples CheA activity to receptor control (Figure 1B). Receptor signaling complexes exhibit kinase-on and kinase-off output states. The cell’s swimming behavior reflects the proportions of receptor signaling complexes in the ON and OFF states. Attractant stimuli shift receptors toward the OFF state, slowing the flux of CheA phosphoryl groups to two response regulators, CheB and CheY. Phospho-CheY interacts with the flagellar basal body to trigger CW rotation, but this signal is short-lived owing to rapid dephosphorylation by its phosphatase CheZ. The short half-life of phospho-CheY allows the cell to trigger rapid motor responses to chemotactic stimuli.

Phospho-CheB is part of a sensory adaptation feedback circuit that resets the ON–OFF equilibrium to its pre-stimulus pose, enabling cells to monitor temporal changes in chemoeffector concentrations as they move about and to detect such stimuli over a wide range of concentrations. The sensory adaptation system adjusts receptor output through covalent modification of several glutamyl residues in the cytoplasmic portion of the methyl-accepting chemotaxis protein (MCP) molecule. CheR, a dedicated methyltransferase, interacts with OFF-state receptors and catalyzes a glutamyl methylation reaction that shifts output toward the ON state. CheB, a dedicated methyltransferase, interacts with ON-state MCPs and hydrolyzes glutamyl methyl groups to glutamic acid, shifting receptors toward the OFF state. The OFF-state substrate preference of CheR, and the ON-state preference of CheB, account for the negative feedback character of the sensory adaptation circuit. Phosphorylation of CheB, which enhances its catalytic activity many-fold, governs the rate of the sensory adaptation process.

---

dimers [14,15]. The five E. coli members of the MCP family (Tar, Tsr, Tap, Trg, and Aer) have identical trimer contact residues, enabling low-abundance receptors (Tap, Trg, and Aer) to participate in signaling teams with high-abundance partners (Tar and Tsr) [15,16].

Signal transmission in chemoreceptor molecules

The signaling properties of Tar and Tsr generally conform to two-state models involving transitions between kinase-on (ON) and kinase-off (OFF) CheA activity states. Chemoeffector concentration changes, sensed as changes in ligand occupancy, promote conformational changes in receptor molecules that shift the ON–OFF equilibrium, thereby triggering flagellar motor responses. The cell’s sensory adaptation system subsequently restores prestimulus CheA activity through covalent modifications at specific residues in the receptor cytoplasmic domain (Figure 1C). CheR, an MCP-specific methyltransferase, preferentially interacts with receptor molecules in the OFF state and shifts them toward the ON state by converting glutamyl residues to glutamyl methyl esters. CheB, an MCP-specific methylesterase and deamidase, preferentially interacts with ON-state receptors and shifts them toward the OFF state, either by hydrolyzing methylated glutamates or by irreversibly deamidating glutaminyl residues to glutamic acid at some adaptation sites in newly synthesized receptors. Although solitary receptors cannot assemble active signaling complexes they nevertheless undergo modification changes following an attractant stimulus, demonstrating that signal transmission between ligand-binding and kinase-control domains is an intrinsic property of chemoreceptor dimers [17].

Despite seemingly binary output behavior, receptors may use dynamics-based control mechanisms for internal signal transmission. An attractive idea, supported by genetic and biochemical observations, is that contiguous receptor signaling elements are linked in structural opposition such that more stable packing in one segment drives weaker packing and increased dynamics in flanking segments, producing an alternating sequence of dynamic shifts that can transmit conformational signals over long distances with a low-energy input, enabling stimulus
Figure 1. Signal transmission in chemoreceptor dimers. (A) Architectural features of receptor molecules. Cylindrical segments represent α-helical secondary structures, drawn approximately to scale. The two protomers of the homodimer are shown in different shades of blue. Each protomer contains four adaptionable modification sites (gray and white circles) common to Tar and Tsr. Gray sites are synthesized as glutaminyl residues and subsequently converted to glutamyl residues by CheB action; white sites are synthesized as glutamyl residues. Sites on the two helices in the back are shown as broken, white outlines. White rectangles in the flexible bundle region represent glycine hinge residues. The four-helix bundles of the cytoplasmic kinase-control domain ends with an unstructured linker segment at the C-terminus (thin wavy line). A pentapeptide sequence (NWETF) at the very C-terminus provides a binding site for the CheR- and CheB-modification enzymes of the sensory adaptation system. (B) Structure of the TM bundle-control-cable–HAMP region of Tar and Tsr. The transmembrane (TM) helices form a four-helix bundle with interactions between the TM1 and TM1’ helices at the dimer interface. Attractant stimuli promote ~2 Å inward piston movement of one of the TM2 helices, which is transmitted through the five control-cable residues to modulate the structural stability of the HAMP domain. The first two control-cable residues of Tar and Tsr play critical roles in transmembrane signaling, whereas the sidechain character of the other control-cable residues has little effect on function. (C) Dynamic-bundle model of the signaling interplay between the HAMP and MB bundles. The model [41] proposes that the packing stabilities of the HAMP and methylation helix (MH) bundles are coupled in opposition and vary over a range of conformations. Light-gray horizontal lines represent weak inter-helix packing forces; dark lines represent strong bundle-packing forces. The sensory adaptation system (CheR and CheB enzymes) also modulates MH bundle stability. Unmodified adaptation sites (white circles) destabilize MH packing and promote kinase-off output. Methylated sites (black circles) stabilize MH packing and promote kinase-on output. (D) The cytoplasmic tip of Tsr showing residues that probably influence tip conformation and dynamics. These structural features are conserved in Tar and most other methyl-accepting chemotaxis proteins (MCPs). Helices are shown as backbones, with glycine hinge residues in space-fill mode. Sidechain atoms of residues F396 and E391 at the tip are shown as transparent spheres enclosing sticks. Note the stacking interaction of the F396 sidechains in the interior of the four-helix bundle and the solvent-exposed orientation of E391. Abbreviation: HAMP, histidine kinases, adenyl cyclases; MCPs, phosphatases.

molecules with small binding free energies to drive transitions [1,7]. Less defined is the nature of those dynamic interactions. Potential contributors include: gaps in the four-helix bundle or changes in its supercoiling [18,19], partial helix unwinding [20], helical bending at defined loci [21–24], bulging of one helix in the four-helix bundle [25], axial helix rotation [26], trimer dynamics [27], hairpin tip flexibility [28], and alternative stacking of hydrophobic sidechain rings near the hairpin tip [29].

The periplasmic domains of Tar and Tsr contain sites for direct binding of aspartate and serine, respectively, and sites that detect other chemoeffectors through interaction with ligand-occupied periplasmic binding proteins (Figure 1A). Both types of binding site span the subunit interface. Binding of a single ligand molecule creates conformational asymmetry in the receptor dimer sufficient to initiate a stimulus response. A large body of evidence identifies the key conformational change as a small (~2 Å) movement of one membrane-spanning helix (TM2, the ‘signaling helix’) normal to the plane of the cytoplasmic membrane [30–33]. These stimulus-induced TM2 piston displacements impinge, via a five-residue control cable, on the HAMP domain (Figure 1B).

A wide variety of transmembrane signaling proteins in microbes contain HAMP domains, which are typically deployed at the cytoplasmic face of the inner membrane where they relay stimulus information between input sensing and output signaling domains [34,35]. HAMP protomers comprise two amphiphilic helices (AS1 and AS2) joined by a non-helical connector (CTR). In homodimeric signaling proteins these HAMP elements form parallel, four-helix coiled-coil bundles, stabilized predominantly by hydrophobic packing forces. The few available high-resolution HAMP structures exhibit various bundle-packing geometries that differ
mainly in the precise alignment and register of the helices [36–38]. Although high-resolution structures have not been determined for the HAMP domains of Tar and Tsr, they appear to be four-helix bundles based on in vitro and in vivo disulfide crosslinking studies [24,39], extensive mutational analyses [40–43], and structural studies of Aer2, an MCP from Pseudomonas aeruginosa [37,44].

The nature of kinase-on and kinase-off HAMP signaling states remains controversial [45]. On the one hand, some structural and molecular dynamics studies have assigned alternative output states to discrete HAMP conformations [44,46,47]. On the other hand, mutational studies of the Tsr HAMP domain, and a growing body of structural and molecular dynamics findings, suggest that HAMP domains shift output states through a dynamics-based mechanism, such as changes in bundle-packing stability [34,45,48–50]. A dynamic-bundle model best accounts for HAMP action in chemoreceptors [34,40–43,51]. For example, Tsr molecules lacking a HAMP domain are locked in kinase-on output, demonstrating that a specific HAMP structure is not required to attain the ON state [43]. Single amino acid replacements that are expected to reduce HAMP packing stability also shift Tsr output toward the kinase-on state but still produce kinase-off responses to high concentrations of serine [42,51]. These behaviors imply that unstably packed HAMP bundles allow kinase-on output, whereas kinase-off output involves an active override of that default state, most likely by a better-organized, less-dynamic HAMP bundle (Figure 1C).

The dynamic-bundle signaling model proposes that an inward TM2 piston displacement, acting through the control cable, elicits kinase-off output by enhancing the packing stability of HAMP. Mutational studies of Tar and Tsr suggest that their control cables have helical secondary structures [52,53]. A helical five-residue connection between TM2 and AS1 would force those helices substantially out of register, most likely reducing HAMP bundle stability. TM2 piston motions might relax this destabilizing structural input by creating a kink or swivel in the control cable helix. The first two residues of the control cable (G and I in both Tar and Tsr) are critical for input control, whereas a variety of amino acids at the remaining three control cable positions can support essentially normal signaling function [52–54].

How TM2 piston motions modulate control cable helicity remains a mystery. Aromatic residues at both the periplasmic and cytoplasmic ends of TM2 are thought to constrain TM2 displacements by partitioning at the lipid tail–headgroup interface [55,56]. Repositioning these aromatic residues shifts the ON–OFF equilibrium and signal output of Tar [55,56], but mutant receptors lacking aromatic belt residues at one interface are still capable of signaling [54,57,58], suggesting that the transmembrane signaling mechanism involves multiple structural interactions. Conceivably, piston displacements of TM2 could influence sidechain interactions of the first two critical control-cable residues with the membrane interfacial region. Alternatively, bending of the signaling TM2 helix within the plane of the membrane could alter alignment of the TM2-AS1 helices to regulate HAMP stability [20].

Changes in HAMP packing stability modulate receptor output signals through their structural interplay with the adjoining methylation helix (MH) bundle (Figure 1C). The HAMP domains of signaling proteins connect to output helices through a characteristic ‘phase stutter’ that produces a four-residue shift between the packing registers of the HAMP AS2 helices and adjoining output helices [34,41,59,60]. The phase-stutter linkage probably couples the packing stabilities of the HAMP and MH bundles in opposition [41]; tight packing of HAMP should weaken MH bundle packing; loose packing of HAMP should permit tight MH bundle packing (Figure 1C). The signaling consequences of adaptational modifications are consistent with this picture. Adaptation sites 1–4 of Tar and Tsr lie on solvent-exposed faces of the methylation helices in regions of high negative charge density where charge repulsion destabilizes helix packing [61]. Unmethylated, anionic sites (glutamyl residues) would be expected to further destabilize MH packing, whereas neutralization of those groups (glutaminyl or glutamyl methyl ester residues) should enhance packing of the MH bundle [61,62]. In accord with the dynamic-bundle model, receptors in low-modification states have OFF-shifted output, whereas receptors in high-modification states have ON-shifted output (Figure 1C). Tsr has a fifth methylation site (E502) whose signaling properties are also consistent with this mechanistic picture [63].

Changes in the packing stability of the MH bundle must, in turn, influence the conformation or dynamic motions of the kinase-control domain at the receptor tip to control CheA activity. Modulation of helix–helix packing stability by engineered inter-helix disulfide bonds and truncations of helix-packing ‘knob’ residues revealed a ‘yin–yang’ relationship between the MH and tip bundles: the ON state is favored by both enhanced packing stability in the MH bundle and by reduced packing stability in the tip bundle [19]. The MH and tip bundles are joined by a potentially flexible region [8], with conserved glycine residues at its midpoint [21] (Figure 1D), that might serve as a structural hinge in receptor function. How the flexible region transmits signaling changes between the sensory adaptation and protein-interaction regions of the receptor remains an open question.

Two conserved residues in the hairpin tip (F396 and E391 in Tsr) provide some insights into the structural nature of receptor output states. E391 lies at the solvent-exposed turn in the hairpin tip (Figure 1D). Nonpolar amino acid replacements at this position, which might alter the stability of the hairpin turn, cause fast switching of the cell’s flagellar motors, implying that tip dynamics play a role in kinase control [28]. F396 lies at a buried internal position in the tip bundle (Figure 1D). The F396 sidechains from each protomer stack on one another, stabilizing the dimer interface at the tip. Long molecular dynamics simulations revealed flips of the F396 stacking interaction and concomitant conformational changes in the tip that might represent alternative signal states [29]. Cysteine-directed crosslinking studies have also demonstrated state-dependent motions of the receptor tip residues that interact with CheA [9] and CheW [12] that might be central to the kinase-control mechanism.
The core chemotaxis signaling complex
The core chemotaxis signaling complex is the smallest assembly of chemotaxis proteins capable of all core chemosensory functions, including kinase activation and control [64]. In vitro reconstitution (detailed in Box 2) rigorously defined the stoichiometry of the core complex as two receptor trimers-of-dimers, one CheA homodimer, and two molecules of the coupling protein CheW (Figure 2A), and demonstrated that this assembly is an independent signaling unit capable of receptor-mediated kinase regulation in response to attractant and adaptation signals [23,64,65]. The core complex is not only the fundamental unit of sensory activity but also the fundamental structural and assembly unit of higher-order arrays [66,67] that are characteristic of chemotaxis systems across bacterial diversity [68].

Structural models of core complexes and their higher-order assemblies have been generated by fitting electron densities from cryoelectron tomography of E. coli minicells with X-ray crystallographic structures of protein components and their subcomplexes [66,67,69]. In the deduced structure of the core complex (Figure 2A,B), the CheA dimer bridges two receptor trimers-of-dimers through interaction of its P5 domain with one receptor dimer in each of the two trimers-of-dimers. The two CheW proteins also bind to a receptor dimer in each trimer-of-dimers (Figure 2B). The four-helix bundle of the CheA P3/P3’ dimerization domain is positioned between the two receptor trimers, parallel to their long axes, but does not appear to be in stable physical contact with other core complex components [70] (Figure 2A). Each CheA protomer also binds to one CheW through its P5 domain (Figure 2A,B).

Box 2. Chemoreceptors in Nanodiscs
Core signaling complexes can be reconstituted with purified, intact proteins using Nanodiscs to provide a native environment for transmembrane chemoreceptors [23,64,65]. Nanodiscs are ~10-nm plugs of lipid bilayer rendered water-soluble by a belt of amphipathic membrane scaffold protein [91]. They provide water-soluble units of native lipid bilayer [92] in which purified transmembrane chemoreceptors, essentially inactive in detergent, can be incorporated and thereby regain activity [89,94]. Activities restored depend on the number of potentially interacting receptors in the Nanodisc. Isolated dimers bind ligand, are modified by adaptational enzymes, perform transmembrane signaling, and couple protein conformation to ligand occupancy and adaptational modification [17]. Three receptor dimers inserted in parallel in a Nanodisc, and thus capable of making trimers, can form signaling complexes that activate kinase 750-fold, almost as well as receptors in native membrane, and control that activity as a function of ligand occupancy [23,64,65,93]. Thus, the central functions of kinase activation and control are properties of individual core signaling complexes.

Mixed-receptor core complexes, in which Nanodisc-inserted trimers of receptor dimers contain two receptors with different ligand specificities, can be isolated using receptors carrying different affinity tags [65]. Changing assembly ratios can vary the relative amount of the two. Kinase inhibition in mixed complexes, as a function of receptor ligand and trimer composition, provided insight into the coupling of receptor occupancy to kinase (Figure 4). For isolated signaling complexes with mixed trimers of aspartate receptor Tar and serine receptor Tsr, kinase activity was only partially inhibited by saturation with either ligand, and inhibition was less for signaling complexes containing lower proportions of the ligand-occupied receptor [65]. Several potential modes of receptor–kinase coupling were inconsistent with the data: kinase inhibition generated by ligand occupancy of any dimer in the trimer, by occupancy of a majority of dimers, or proportional to the percentage of ligand-occupied dimers. Instead, the data could be explained if the structural asymmetry of receptor–kinase contacts observed in tomographic electron microscopy [10,66,67] creates functional asymmetry. Specifically, only one dimer in a receptor trimer contacts kinase, and only one contacts CheW. The data suggest that kinase inhibition is transmitted through one of these direct interactions but not through receptor dimer–dimer interfaces, and that inhibition passes allosterically with ~2/3 efficiency between kinase protomers [65]. Neighboring dimers in a trimer influence each other’s operational ligand affinity and cooperativity but only one of the three dimers mediates kinase inhibition upon ligand occupancy.

Figure 1. Kinase inhibition in mixed-receptor core signaling complexes. The cartoons represent soluble core signaling complexes assembled using Nanodisc-embedded trimers of receptor dimers with the indicated ratios of Tar to Tsr. The bar graphs show the extent of kinase inhibition at saturation with the Tar ligand aspartate (ASP) and the Tsr ligand serine (SER), respectively. See this box and [65] for descriptions of the experiments and results.
CheW and the CheA P5 domain are paralogs; each has two structurally similar subdomains. In the core complex, subdomain 1 of CheA P5 binds to subdomain 2 of CheW. This interaction links each CheA protomer to a receptor dimer in the opposite trimer-of-dimers, again bridging the two trimers. It follows that the two receptor trimers-of-dimers of the core complex are connected by the CheA dimerization domain and by two P5–CheW heterodimers. Binding of the P5–CheW heterodimer to the two receptor trimers-of-dimers positions the CheA ATP-binding domain (P4) membrane-distal to P5, and its phosphorylation site domain (P1) and CheY/ATP-binding domain (P2) membrane-distal to P4 [66,69]. The contacts between receptor, CheA, and CheW proteins make the core complex a stable entity that persists through numerous manipulations in free solution [64,65] and contribute to the ultrastability of higher-order complex assemblies [71–73].

**Signal transmission in core complexes**

Different *E. coli* receptors have identical trimer contact residues at their cytoplasmic tips and readily form mixed trimers-of-dimers [15]. Incorporation of chemoreceptors with different ligand specificities into the same soluble, Nanodisc-based core complex offers a useful platform with which to characterize coupling of receptors to each other and to the kinase (Box 2). Such experiments indicate a signaling asymmetry in the trimer-of-dimers: only one receptor is capable of inhibiting kinase activity [65]. However, heterologous nonsignaling dimers affect the signaling dimer by reducing its apparent ligand affinity [65]. The unexpected signaling asymmetry is consistent with observations that (i) in mixed receptor trimers without CheA and CheW, ligand occupancy of one kind of receptor has differential structural effects on occupied versus unoccupied receptor dimers [74], (ii) in signaling complexes, ligand binding and receptor modification have asymmetric effects on receptor conformation and coupling of receptor to kinase [75], and (iii) patterns of kinase inhibition by mixed heterologous receptors in arrays *in vivo* [76] and *in vitro* [77] are similar to the patterns for core complexes. Importantly, there is asymmetry in the deduced structure of the core complex: only one dimer in a trimer of receptor dimers has physical contact with the kinase (via a P5 domain), only one dimer, a different one, has physical contact with a CheW (Figure 2A,B) [10,66,67], and the third has no interaction partner or may interact with one CheW that is part of an exclusively CheW hexagonal ring (Figure 2D) [10,66,67]. Together, these observations support the idea of functional asymmetry in which only one-third of the receptors in a core complex, and presumably in higher-order assemblies, inhibit kinase as a function of ligand occupancy.

**The mechanism of CheA control in core complexes**

CheA autophosphorylation is a trans reaction, involving interaction of the P1 domain in one protomer with the P4
domain of the other protomer (Figure 2A). MCP signaling complexes modulate CheA autophosphorylation activity over more than a 100-fold range, most likely through changes in receptor conformation or dynamic motions that allosterically regulate P1–P4’ interactions and/or the kinase active site. A cryoelectron microscopy (cryo-EM) study of mutant receptor arrays with locked outputs indicated that receptors influence the dynamic behavior of CheA domains. Signaling complexes in the ON state had highly mobile CheA P1 and P2 domains, whereas those domains were much less mobile in receptor complexes locked in the OFF state [69]. The enhanced ON-state mobility may also include movements of the P4 domain [1,69].

The structural features of core complexes are consistent with an allosteric mechanism of control in which receptors regulate P1–P4 interactions or the kinase active site by manipulating other CheA regions. The linker segments at each end of the P4 domain offer mechanistic possibilities because changes in their primary structures are known to influence CheA activity [78,79]. Alterations in the P4–P5 linker can affect CheA activation; alterations in the P3–P4 linker can affect both basal and activated CheA reaction rates. Thus, stimulus-dependent manipulation of one or both linkers by the receptor, through its binding contacts with CheW and P5, might modulate CheA autophosphorylation activity by imposing conformational changes on the P4 domain. Those changes might shift P4's ATP-binding or catalytic determinants or its binding interactions with the P1 domain. Residues in the A helix of the P1 domain (a four-helix bundle) promote a productive docking interaction with the P4 domain [80]. Residues in the D helix of P1 may promote a nonproductive docking interaction with P4 [81]. Perhaps manipulation of P4 through its flanking linkers controls CheA activity by presenting or occluding one of these P1 docking sites. Additionally, residue(s) in the receptor tip, acting as catalytic determinants or pseudo-substrate sites, might directly augment or inhibit the CheA autophosphorylation reaction. Available experimental evidence cannot distinguish between these mechanistic possibilities.

Signal amplification and sensory adaptation in receptor arrays

Core signaling complexes organize into higher-order arrays through hexagonal CheP5–CheW rings, consisting of alternating P5–CheW interactions at interface 1, present in core complexes, and at interface 2, unique to the array (Figure 2C; Box 3). In the chemosensory array,
attractant binding to a single receptor can regulate ~35 CheA kinase proteins [82]. This amplification of the attractant signal requires long-range signaling through the array. A likely route for that signal transmission is through P5–CheW interface 2, which serves as the lone bridge between adjacent core complexes in the array [66,67] (Figure 2C,D). The extended array might be additionally networked by hexagonal CheW rings, which have been proposed to interact with the receptor molecules that do not make contact with either CheW or P5 in a core complex (Figure 2D) [66].

The molecular basis of long-range signal transmission is not yet known but it could involve changes in the dynamic behaviors of the interconnected array components. Such changes must be relatively subtle ones because arrays in different signaling states exhibit the same overall architecture [69,70]. Although attractant stimuli do not disrupt receptor clusters, they do elicit detectable changes in receptor packing and signaling cooperativity that are consistent with altered dynamic behaviors of the array elements [83]. A plausible model is that the binding of attractant switches a core complex from a dynamic ON state to a more static OFF state, and that those dynamic shifts propagate to neighboring core complexes through the P5–CheW rings and to neighboring P5–CheW rings through the connecting CheA dimers. Ensuing covalent modifications of the receptor molecules presumably restore the prestimulus dynamic behavior of the core complexes to achieve sensory adaptation.

High-speed observations of the flagellar motors on E. coli cells recently provided dramatic evidence of cooperative behavior in receptor arrays [84,85]. Two motors on the same cell reversed in synchrony. The motor that was closer to the cell’s receptor cluster reversed first, followed by the second motor with a time lag determined by its distance from the first motor and consistent with the intracellular diffusion rate of phospho-CheY, the clockwise (CW) rotational signal. These observations imply that a cell’s receptor cluster produces phospho-CheY signals in a pulsatile manner, consistent with essentially all-ON or all-OFF array behavior.

Concluding remarks

The advent of detailed structural models of receptor molecules, their core signaling complexes, and their higher-order arrays, has opened the door to deeper molecular understanding of these extraordinary signal-processing devices. The idea that bacterial chemoreceptors convey stimulus information through dynamic changes rather than a few discrete structural states is an appealing one, but supporting data will not come easily because protein motions occur over a vast range of timescales that are exceedingly difficult to monitor under native physiological conditions. Which timescales are most relevant to signal transmission? How can those motions be documented and measured in working receptor molecules? Over the next 5 years of chemoreceptor research, methods capable of revealing protein dynamic behaviors, such as hydrogen/deuterium exchange rates [86,87] and electron paramagnetic resonance [88], should make valuable contributions to our understanding of receptor signaling. In addition, novel combinations of experimental approaches, for example molecular dynamics simulations on well-characterized mutant receptors, will help to address the technical challenges posed by dynamics-based signaling mechanisms (Box 4).

Box 4. Outstanding questions

- What are the mechanisms of signal transmission between structural modules in the chemoreceptor cytoplasmic domain?
- How does the HAMP domain convert an input helix piston motion into an output conformational and/or dynamic change in the cytoplasmic domain?
- What is the molecular mechanism of allosteric coupling among chemoreceptors in a trimer-of-dimers?
- What are the mechanisms of kinase control in core complexes?
- How are kinase-control signals transmitted between core complexes in hexagons and across the extended array?
- If signaling involves changes in dynamics, what is the relevant timescale and how can those changes be detected?
- If signaling involves changes in both dynamics and average structure, how can we tell which is more important?
- What conformational or dynamic differences determine the substrate properties of receptor molecules for the enzymes of sensory adaptation?
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